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In the sequel to What REALLY Happened to Humpty?, Jack (Jillâ€™s other half) fell down the Hill

and had his crown stolen. Itâ€™s up to detective Joe Dumpty to round up the usual suspects and

track down the culprit.
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Puns of FunJoe Dumpty, the hard-boiled detective is on the case. Webs of intrigue wrap Joe and

spider up in the search for a missing crown. They have one clue - the culprit was Jack. Problem is

there are so many Jacks. Who stole the crown? Jack who built the house, or Jack who jumped over

the candlestick? What about Jack in the Beanstalk? Delightful illustrations make this romp through

Nursery Rhyme Land even more fun. Children will giggle, and adults will grin as they visit with Joe

Dumpty again.

This book picture book for young readers is a hoot. There's a real storyline here and plenty of

tongue-in-cheek word play (main character is an egg!) so you'll enjoy the investigation to see who

took Jack's (of Jack and Jill) crown. The illustrations are pretty cool too so this is the complete

package!You'll fine this book for accomplished readers very entertaining so enjoy!



Jack has lost his crown and it's up to Detective Joe Dumpty to find the culprit. If the crown is not

found by two o'clock, the Gooseland Games will be kaput. When Joe gets to the scene of the

alleged crime, Jack doesn't seem to be in shape to be of much help, so Joe interviews Jill instead. It

seems there was a ground shaking boom as the tale twosome were heading up the hill. After the

great fall, Jill notices that the crown is missing. To find the culprit, Joe scours Gooseland and

interviews characters like Jack Sprat, Jack B. Nimble (recovering from a boom-induced foot injury),

a surfer-like Goldilocks, and not so little Jack Horner who hangs out at the Muffin Man's Bake

Shoppe. Joe collects clues and puns along the way which lead him to the main suspect, Jack of

beanstalk fame. Is the punk-like Jack Beanstalk the new keeper of the crown? Will the Gooseland

Games go sunny-side up or lay an egg? If Joe doesn't crack, he'll find the answers.The Crown Affair

is the latest Joe Dumpty book that will egg your readers on. If you want to teach a unit on parody or

puns, this would be a great mentor text. The text is a clever take on famous fairy tales and detective

behavior. In the front and back of the book are maps of Mother Gooseland which could serve as

models for a geography unit activity where students create their own maps of a fictional place. I was

surprised how informed my students were of the nursery rhymes referenced in the book. Fractured

tales are always fun to teach and write, so crack open a copy of The Crown Affair as an inspired

introduction to that unit as well.

This would make for a great read aloud in the primary grades (late kinder or first and second) - at

the end of or as part of a unit of study on nursery rhymes/fairy tales. The egg-shaped detective Joe

Dumpty is searching for Jack's missing crown which leads him to several other "Jacks." In other

words, children have to have some understanding of Jack and Jill, Humpty Dumpty, Jack Be

Nimble, Jack and the Beanstalk and so forth to "get" how the author is playing with language and

developing the storyline as Joe Dumpty tries to solve the mystery.A TON of language play in this

book which makes it a good fit for older students as well - reading with partners, reading

independently. Some examples:Easier - "I cracked the Humpty Dumpty case when I figured out that

my brother didn't just accidentally fall from that wall."--says Joe DumptyHarder - "I'm one tough egg,

but I've got a soft shell for damsels in distress." - Joe Dumpty againIt would be a difficult fit for

English learners--they'd need background knowledge of the rhymes and stories as well as lots of

explanation about how the author is playing with language to make meaning.For older students -

2-5th grade - this story would make a good writing mentor. How can we use the fairy tales we've

learned about to create a mystery? How can we create a category of characters that come together



in some way around a problem?This would also just be a good read aloud for parents and kids at

home.
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